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Abstract: People increasingly have their genomes se-
quenced and some of them share their genomic data on-
line. They do so for various purposes, including to find
relatives and to help advance genomic research. An indi-
vidual’s genome carries very sensitive, private informa-
tion such as its owner’s susceptibility to diseases, which
could be used for discrimination. Therefore, genomic
databases are often anonymized. However, an individ-
ual’s genotype is also linked to visible phenotypic traits,
such as eye or hair color, which can be used to re-identify
users in anonymized public genomic databases, thus
raising severe privacy issues. For instance, an adversary
can identify a target’s genome using known her pheno-
typic traits and subsequently infer her susceptibility to
Alzheimer’s disease. In this paper, we quantify, based
on various phenotypic traits, the extent of this threat
in several scenarios by implementing de-anonymization
attacks on a genomic database of OpenSNP users se-
quenced by 23andMe. Our experimental results show
that the proportion of correct matches reaches 23% with
a supervised approach in a database of 50 participants.
Our approach outperforms the baseline by a factor of
four, in terms of the proportion of correct matches, in
most scenarios. We also evaluate the adversary’s abil-
ity to predict individuals’ predisposition to Alzheimer’s
disease, and we observe that the inference error can be
halved compared to the baseline. We also analyze the
effect of the number of known phenotypic traits on the
success rate of the attack. As progress is made in ge-
nomic research, especially for genotype-phenotype asso-
ciations, the threat presented in this paper will become
more serious.
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1 Introduction
Due to the decreasing cost of genome sequencing,
more and more people have their genotypes sequenced.
The most popular direct-to-consumer service provider,
23andMe,1 has already genotyped more than 800,000
individuals’ DNA. This new availability of genomic data
is paving the way for revolutionary medical progress.
Among other benefits, access to genomic data en-
ables personalized medicine (e.g., personal drug dosing)
and early diagnosis of severe genetic diseases (such as
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s). In order to help research
progress (typically genome-wide association studies)
and benefit from personalized treatment, a significant
number of genotyped individuals share their genomic
data online (on platforms like OpenSNP2 [13] or Per-
sonal Genome Project3 ) or on semi-public databases
(e.g., at hospitals or national research institutions).

However, genomic data carries very sensitive infor-
mation about its owner, such as a predisposition to cer-
tain diseases, future physical conditions, and kinship,
which could lead to discrimination or familial tragedies
if it is not properly and securely handled [3, 37]. The
genomic-privacy issue is exacerbated by the fact that
genomic data is non-revocable and highly correlated be-
tween close relatives [18]. As a consequence, whether
publicly or semi-publicly disclosed, genomic data is of-
ten shared without identifying information (e.g., name).
However, it has been shown that quasi-identifying at-
tributes (such as ZIP code, or birth date) can be used
in order to re-identify participants, notably in the Per-
sonal Genome Project [34]. In this case, the background
knowledge (or auxiliary information) needed for the at-
tack was obtained through voter lists. More recently, re-
searchers have de-anonymized Y-chromosome short tan-
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dem repeats (STRs) by using (as auxiliary information)
notably Y-chromosome genealogical websites that pro-
vide the surname of male individuals corresponding to
the genomic data [14]. This attack relies upon the com-
parison of Y-chromosome STRs that are currently not
included in the genotypes provided by most direct-to-
consumer genetic testing providers (such as 23andMe).

In this paper, we propose new de-anonymization at-
tacks4 that make use of only the most common piece
of genomic information that is output today by ma-
jor direct-to-consumer providers: the single nucleotide
polymorphims (SNPs). The attack relies upon the fact
that our SNPs are intrinsically linked to our pheno-
typic traits (such as eye color, blood type, or genetic
diseases) and that genomic research progress provides
us with more information about these links. For in-
stance, the relationship between SNPs and phenotypes
is increasingly used in forensics for reconstructing facial
composites from DNA information [7, 8].5 Therefore,
if an adversary has access to phenotypic traits (e.g.,
visible traits) of an identified individual, he can use
known correlations between phenotypic traits and ge-
nomic data to identify the genotype of this individual
in a genomic database and to infer other sensitive infor-
mation (such as predispositions to severe diseases) by
using the de-anonymized genomic data, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The adversary also has access to anonymized
genotypes through a collaborative genome-sharing plat-
form (such as the Personal Genome Project) and want
to de-anonymize them by relying upon phenotypic in-
formation gathered on online social networks (OSNs).
The matching between OSNs and genomic profiles is
(even) easier if, for example, the ZIP code is available
with the genomic profiles, thus enabling the OSN pro-
files to be filtered before the matching attack. The ad-
versary might also want to match different online iden-
tities, e.g., OpenSNP profiles that contain genomic data
with PatientsLikeMe6 profiles that contain phenotypic
information (mainly health condition, such as diseases).

4 These belong to identity tracing attacks in the categoriza-
tion proposed by Erlich and Narayanan [10]. The novelty of the
attack presented in this paper lies in the observed data (i.e.,
phenotypic traits) and the considered probabilistic relationships
(i.e., genotype-phenotype), as we describe below.
5 Such techniques are used in practice; for instance the po-
lice department of Columbia, SC, USA, recently released DNA-
based facial composites generated with the Parabon Snapshot™
DNA Phenotyping Service [31].
6 https://www.patientslikeme.com/
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the identification attack: The adversary
identifies the genotypes of a target individual from some of her
visible phenotypic traits and uses the de-anonymized genotype to
infer her susceptibility to Alzheimer’s disease.

More specifically, we study two de-anonymization
attacks: (i) the identification attack, where the adver-
sary wants to identify the genotype (among multiple
genotypes) that corresponds to a given phenotype, and
(ii) the perfect matching attack, where the adversary
wants to match multiple phenotypes to their corre-
sponding genotypes. We rely upon analytical tools for
maximizing the matching likelihood in both attacks, and
we assume two types of background knowledge: one that
makes use of existing genetic knowledge from the asso-
ciation between SNPs and phenotypic traits (unsuper-
vised approach), and another that learns the genomic-
phenotypic statistical relationships from datasets con-
taining both data types (i.e., genomic and phenotypic).
Our experimental results show, with a database of 80
participants, in the identification attack, a proportion
of 13% correct matches in the supervised case, and 5%
in the unsupervised case. These results constitute a sig-
nificant improvement: they outperform the considered
baseline by a factor of eight and three, respectively.
When the database size decreases to 10, the attack
success increases to around 44% in the unsupervised
case, and 52% in the supervised case. We also evaluate
the adversary’s ability to predict the predisposition to
Alzheimer’s disease of the database participants. With
10 participants, the average error of the adversary is
halved when using the identification attack.

In the perfect matching attack, the proportion of
correct matches is slightly better than in the identifica-
tion attack: 16% in the supervised case and 8% in the
unsupervised case. For a database of size 10, this pro-
portion increases to 65% and 58%, respectively. With
this size, the proportion of correct match is around
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four times higher than the baseline for both supervised
and unsupervised approaches. We also evaluate the im-
pact of the distinguishability between two individuals on
the success of the perfect matching attack. Our results
clearly show that the more distinguishable two individ-
uals are, the more likely their genomic (or phenotypic)
data will be de-anonymized. This leads us to conclude
that the threat on genomic privacy posed by our de-
anonymization attacks will become even more serious
in the near future, when more SNP-trait association
information is discovered by genomic researchers, and
available to the adversary. Finally, we propose various
countermeasures for mitigating the performance of de-
anonymization attacks against genomic databases.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the important concepts used in
the paper. In Section 3, we describe the system and
adversarial model, including various examples of de-
anonymization attacks. In Section 4, we present the an-
alytical model and techniques that we will use for de-
anonymizing genomic data. In Section 5, we thoroughly
evaluate the performance of the proposed attacks by re-
lying upon real data. In Section 6, we suggest different
mechanisms for reducing the genomic-privacy risks. In
Section 7, we summarize the related work, before con-
cluding in Section 8.

2 Background
In this section, we introduce relevant notions about
genotypes, phenotypes and their relationship, which will
be helpful for the understanding of the rest of the paper.

The human genome is encoded in double stranded
DNA molecules consisting of two complementary poly-
mer chains. Each chain consists of simple units called
nucleotides. Each nucleotide is assigned a letter from
the set {A,C,G,T}, and a human genome consists of
approximately three billion pairs of letters.

Approximately 99.5% of any two individuals’
genomes are exactly the same, and the remaining 0.5%
is referred to as the genetic variation. The most com-
mon genetic variant (position in the genome that holds
a nucleotide that varies between individuals) in the hu-
man population is the single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP).

In general, there are two different alleles (nu-
cleotides) observed at a given SNP position: (i) the ma-
jor allele is the most frequently observed nucleotide, and
(ii) the minor allele is the rare nucleotide. Thus, each

SNP is assigned a minor and a major allele frequency,
among which the minor allele frequency is the smaller of
the two. Furthermore, each SNP position includes two
alleles (i.e., two nucleotides) and everyone inherits one
allele of every SNP position from each of her parents.
If an individual receives the same allele from both par-
ents, her SNP is said to be homozygous. Her SNP is
homozygous major if it inherits two major alleles, and
homozygous minor if it inherits two minor alleles. If a
SNP inherits a different allele from each parent’s SNP
(one minor and one major), it is called heterozygous.

Today, there are approximately 50 million approved
(by the research community) SNPs in the human pop-
ulation [29] and each individual carries on average 4
million variants (i.e., SNPs carrying at least one minor
allele) out of this 50 million. DNA encodes the proteins
synthesized by an organism. As these proteins affect our
physical appearance (e.g., Melanosomal proteins influ-
ence the color of an individual’s skin), an individual’s
DNA is linked to her phenotypic traits. Therefore, SNPs
have a direct influence on our physical attributes (e.g.,
hair color, eye color, blood type) but also on our predis-
positions to various diseases. The fact that two monozy-
gotic twins look almost alike provides clear evidence
of the influence of DNA on our physical (notably vis-
ible) attributes. The relationship between genotype and
phenotype is generally determined by association stud-
ies over a population that is split into case and con-
trol groups. Each SNP contributes to the disease sus-
ceptibility (or physical attribute) in a different amount
and the contribution amount of each SNP is determined
through these association studies. Furthermore, some of
the SNPs contribute to the development of a disease,
whereas some are protective. Note that environmental
factors can have more influence than SNPs on the de-
velopment of certain phenotypic traits, especially those
that are related to diseases.

In the rest of the paper, we call genotype, respec-
tively phenotype, the set (or vector) of SNPs, respec-
tively of (phenotypic) traits. Also, we use the adjective
genomic, respectively phenotypic, to mention anything
related to the genotype and the phenotype, respectively.

3 System and Adversarial Model
The adversary is assumed to have access to two distinct
datasets: (i) a set G = {g1,g2, ...,gn} of genotypes of
n different individuals, where gi = (gi,1, . . . , gi,s) is a
vector containing the SNP values of individual i, with
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gi,j = {0, 1, 2}7 and (ii) a set P = {p1,p2, ...,pm} of
phenotypes of m individuals, where pi = (pi,1, . . . , pi,t)
is a vector containing the values of phenotypic traits of
i. Note that pi,j ∈ Pj , where Pj is the set of values trait
j can take. For instance, if trait j represents eye color,
we could have Pj = {“brown”,“blue”,“green”}. The ge-
nomic dataset can be gathered online, on platforms such
as 1000 Genomes Project, the Personal Genome Project,
OpenSNP, or be leaked to the adversary through a ma-
jor security breach, e.g., of a medical database. The phe-
notypic traits can be collected online, via online social
networks (OSNs) (e.g., Facebook, PatientsLikeMe), or
by having access to medical databases, or even by learn-
ing about them in real life. Not all participants have
all their s SNP values known, or all t traits accessible.
We consider the general problem where some auxiliary
information is provided possibly with the phenotypic
data (e.g., name), and some other auxiliary informa-
tion goes potentially with the genomic data (e.g., ZIP
code). These auxiliary sets are assumed to be disjoint,
thus are not used for matching both datasets. Therefore,
in order to learn more information about the partici-
pants in these separate databases (e.g., de-anonymize
the genomic data), the adversary seeks to link the ge-
nomic dataset with the phenotypic dataset by relying
only upon the genomic-phenotypic statistical relation-
ships.

This system and adversarial model enable us to rep-
resent various attack scenarios. For instance, this model
can represent a curious entity (e.g., an insurer) who
wants to identify the genotype of a targeted individual
in a database, knowing some of his phenotypic traits
(e.g., gathered on an OSN), in which case m = 1. It can
also model a curious entity that has access to a dataset
of anonymized genotypes online indicating some risks to
certain severe diseases and who wants to know to whom
they belong in order to discriminate them (access to in-
surance, or price of premiums). It can also represent the
situation of a curious person (e.g., an hospital IT staff)
who has access to a database with patients’ diseases and
another database with patients’ anonymized genomes,
and who wants to de-anonymize these genomes. It can
also be that the adversary has access to an identified
genotype on OpenSNP and wants to use it to iden-
tify the corresponding user on PatientsLikeMe (where
potentially all medical conditions, their evolution and

7 the value 0 represents a homozygous major SNP (e.g., AA),
1 a heterozygous SNP (AT), and 2 a homozygous minor SNP
(TT).

treatments are available). Note that the adversary can
use side information such as the individuals’ ZIP code or
the age to narrow down the set of possible individuals in
the genomic database; this would result into, typically,
a few hundreds of individuals at most. Another possible
attack (not considered in this paper), which relies on the
same line of reasoning as the aforementioned attacks, is
to directly infer a individual’s genotype based on some
of her phenotypic traits and on the genotype-phenotype
relationships.

In this work, we consider two types of background
knowledge available to the attacker for linking the ge-
nomic and phenotypic datasets. In the first model, we
assume the adversary to have access to a genomic knowl-
edge database that stores information about the rela-
tions between genomic and phenotypic data (e.g., SNPe-
dia8 ). Such databases typically depict qualitative rela-
tionships between SNPs and phenotypic traits. In the
second model, we consider a stronger adversary who
has access to population statistics about the genomic-
phenotypic relations. This represents the scenario where
the adversary can construct his knowledge from an ex-
isting dataset that contains both genomic and pheno-
typic data about participants. The former model will
be referred to as the unsupervised approach, whereas
the latter model will be referred to as the supervised
approach. Note finally that population allele frequen-
cies of SNPs are publicly accessible, thus are also part
of the background knowledge.

4 De-anonymization Attacks
We present here in detail the formalization of two de-
anonymization attacks. First, assuming the adversary
knows the phenotypic traits of a targeted individual, it
wants to identify the target’s genotype among n other
genotypes in a dataset. We refer to this as the identifica-
tion attack. Second, assuming the adversary has access
to one genomic and one phenotypic dataset containing
the same n individuals, it wants to match genotypes to
their corresponding phenotypes. We refer to this as the
perfect matching attack.

In the identification attack, the adversary needs to
rank the n genotypes it has access to by decreasing value
of the phenotype likelihood given each possible geno-
type. If k ≤ t traits of target x are observed, and if the

8 http://www.snpedia.com/
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number of SNPs j available in the n genotypes vary be-
tween 1 and s, the adversary chooses the genotype gi
that maximizes the following likelihood:

P(px |gi) = P(px,1, . . . , px,k | gi,1, . . . , gi,j) , (1)

where 1 ≤ j ≤ s. Under reasonable assumptions, this
likelihood can be simplified as follows:

P(px,1, . . . , px,k | gi,1, . . . , gi,j) '
k∏
l=1

P(px,l | gi,1, . . . , gi,j)

=
k∏
l=1

P(px,l | {gi,r}r∈Rl)

'
k∏
l=1

∏
r∈Rl

P(px,l | gi,r),(2)

where Rl is the set of SNPs that are relevant to trait
l. The first equality in (2) is an approximation that fol-
lows from the conditional independence between phe-
notypic traits given the genotype.9 The second equal-
ity comes from the independence between the traits
and the SNPs that do not affect these traits; and the
last equality is an approximation. This approximation
is made essentially because the relationships between
traits and genotypes are provided on SNPedia in sin-
gle SNP-single trait combinations, like P(px,l | gi,r). We
keep the same conditional probabilities in the super-
vised case for consistency and efficiency in the learning
phase. We intend to learn the exact conditional prob-
abilities P(px,l | {gi,r}r∈Rl) in a supervised approach in
future work.

Note that, in case a relevant SNP gi,r is missing in
some of the n genotypes, the probability P(px,l | gi,r)
then becomes P(px,l). The prior probability of the phe-
notypic trait can be computed by relying upon the law
of total probability:

P(px,l) =
∑

∀gi,r∈{0,1,2}

P(px,l | gi,r) P(gi,r), (3)

where P(gi,r) is provided by public population statis-
tics. Note that in (3), for presentation simplicity, we
considered the case where only one SNP is relevant to
the phenotypic trait. The formula generalizes straight-
forwardly to more relevant SNPs.

In the perfect matching attack, the goal of the ad-
versary is to assign precisely one genotype to one phe-
notype, such that the resulting n assignments maximize

9 Note that we make the assumption that the environment does
not create dependencies between traits.

w1,2 := logP(p2 |g1) = log
t∏

l=1

∏

r∈Rl

P(p2,l | g1,r)
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Fig. 2. Complete weighted bipartite graph with n vertices on the
lefthand side representing the individuals’ genotypes and n other
vertices on the righthand side representing their phenotypes. The
weight wi,j is the log-likelihood of phenotype pj given genotype
gi.

the product of the likelihoods
∏n
i=1 P

(
pσ(i) |gi

)
over all

n! assignments σ between size-n sets G and P. Hence,
the assignment σ∗ that maximizes likelihood is

σ∗ = arg max
σ

n∏
i=1

t∏
l=1

∏
r∈Rl

P
(
pσ(i),l | gi,r

)
. (4)

Simply put, this problem is finding a perfect matching
on a weighted bipartite graph, with n vertices on one
side representing the n different genotypes, and n ver-
tices on the other side representing the n phenotypes, as
shown in Figure 2. A weight is assigned to every edge of
the complete bipartite graph. We define the weight wi,j
between a genotype vertex Gi and a phenotype vertex
Pj as the log-likelihood between between genotype gi
and phenotype pj :

wi,j := log P(pj |gi) = log
t∏
l=1

∏
r∈Rl

P(pj,l | gi,r), (5)

and we solve the following optimization problem:

σ∗ = arg max
σ

n∑
i=1

wi,σ(i) (6)

= arg max
σ

n∑
i=1

log
t∏
l=1

∏
r∈Rl

P
(
pσ(i),l | gi,r

)
(7)

= arg max
σ

log
n∏
i=1

t∏
l=1

∏
r∈Rl

P
(
pσ(i),l | gi,r

)
(8)

The formulation in (8) enables us to maximize the
sum of the weights instead of their product. Many exist-
ing algorithms can find the solution to this optimization
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problem in polynomial time. Here we use the blossom
algorithm that finds the maximum weight assignment
in O(n3) [11]. We choose this algorithm because it has
the smallest complexity and it can be applied to gen-
eral graphs. The construction of the bipartite graph, i.e.,
computation of its weights, takes O(tn2), given that the
number of relevant SNPs per phenotypic trait is con-
stant. Finally, as the logarithmic function is monoti-
cally increasing, the optimal assignment σ∗ derived in
(8) must be the same as the one in (4). Note that maxi-
mum weight assignment algorithms have also been used
in different contexts, such as the de-anonymization of
location traces [32] and of users of anonymous commu-
nications [35].

Note that, in the case the set of phenotypic traits
or SNPs disclosed by individuals is not the same, we
simply assign a constant c to the conditional probability
P(pj,l | gi,r) of those whose SNP r or trait l is unknown.
This will not change the assignment as this constant will
be present in the weights of the n edges connected to
the genotype vertex Gi (if SNP r is missing) or to the
phenotype vertex Pj (if trait l is missing).

We quantify the success of our attacks with differ-
ent metrics. The proportion of pairs correctly matched
reflects the correctness of the de-anonymization attacks
in general. In the identification attack target at individ-
ual j, the proportion of correct matches is equal to 1 if

j = arg max
i

P(pj |gi) (9)

and 0 otherwise. In the perfect matching attack, we mea-
sure the proportion of correct matches, i.e. the ratio be-
tween the number of pairs correctly matched (i.e., where
σ∗(i) = i), and the total number of matched pairs n.

In the identification attack, we also evaluate the er-
ror of the adversary that tries to infer the susceptibility
to a certain disease d. To do so, we compute the aver-
age distance between the actual value of the SNPs of
the individual j and the SNP values of the individual i
that most likely matches the phenotype. We sum over
all SNPs that contribute to disease d (whose indices are
in set D), and normalize by the number of such SNPs
contributing to d and by the maximum L1 distance be-
tween two SNPs (which is equal to 2):

1
2 |D|

∑
k∈D

‖gi,k − gj,k‖1 (10)

Note that if the target’s phenotype is correctly mapped
to the corresponding genotype, the error is null.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we report on our data-driven evaluation
of the de-anonymization attacks presented in the previ-
ous section. First, we describe our dataset (its collection,
processing and statistics), then we present and analyze
the results of our evaluation.

5.1 Dataset Collection and Processing

In order to evaluate the success of the de-anonymization
attack presented in the previous section, we collected
a dataset of genomic-phenotypic data from OpenSNP
in late 2014. OpenSNP is an online platform where
users can upload their raw genotype data obtained from
direct-to-consumer genetic testing companies such as
23andMe and FTDNA. Together with their genotypes,
users can share the values of some of their phenotypic
traits. Although the different traits are specified by
OpenSNP (e.g., eye color), the value of the traits are
manually specified by the users in free-text. We down-
loaded a raw dump of OpenSNP genomic-phenotypic
data in October 2014. We filtered out bogus data (e.g.,
duplicated, corrupted, empty genotype or phenotype)
and, for the sake of homogeneity, we focused on the ge-
nomic data obtained from 23andMe. This left us with
the data of 818 individual users out of 1137 entries in
the raw dump. Note that for some users, the values of
some SNPs and phenotypic traits are not known; this
is because some SNPs are not tested by 23andMe and
because users specify only a subset of the phenotypic
traits that appear on OpenSNP.

To obtain statistical association data between SNPs
and phenotypic traits, which is used to assign the
genotype-phenotype compatibility scores {wi,j} to the
edges of the bipartite graph, we followed two differ-
ent approaches: (1) an unsupervised approach in which
only qualitative association data, such as (rs7495174:
AG, “blue eyes more likely”), is available, typically from
knowledge databases populated by experts, and (2) a
supervised approach in which the SNP-trait associa-
tions are learned from existing annotated datasets in
the form of aggregated statistics such as the propor-
tion of individuals with brown eyes and a value CC
for SNP rs8028689. In the unsupervised approach, de-
scribed in Section 5.2.1, we relied on the qualitative as-
sociation data from SNPedia, based on which we define
probabilistic association models for the relevant SNP-
trait pairs (according to SNPedia). In the supervised
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approach, described in Section 5.2.2, we computed the
association statistics on a subset of the annotated Open-
SNP data, but only for the SNP-trait pairs noted as
relevant on SNPedia. We also collected from SNPedia
general information about the distribution of the SNP
values, for the considered SNPs, across the world pop-
ulation. This information is used as prior distribution
in the identification attack when a SNP value is not
specified (see Formula 3).

Based on the list of SNPs tested by 23andMe, the
list of traits specified on OpenSNP (and the propor-
tion of users who specified a value for these traits) and
the association data available on SNPedia, we narrowed
down the sets of SNPs and traits considered in our eval-
uation. In the unsupervised case, we obtained a list of
8 phenotypic traits (deriving from 6 high-level Open-
SNP traits, e.g., the “group O”, “group AB or B” and
“rhesus” traits all deriving from the blood type) with
21 associated SNPs and the form of the sexual chromo-
somes (i.e., XX or XY). In the supervised case, as we
do not need qualitative association information (which
are learned from the data—we only use relevance asso-
ciation information), we considered another 4 traits and
14 additional SNPs. The complete list of the traits and
SNPs we considered is given in Table 1.

As on OpenSNP the values of the phenotypic traits
are provided by the users in free-text, the phenotypic
data had consistency issues (e.g., due to the use of dif-
ferent capitalization schemes) and subjectivity issues.
For instance, the variety of eye colors was quite high
in our dataset, with more than fifty distinct values, in-
cluding very precise information such as “green with
amber burst and gray outer ring”. In addition, some of
the phenotypic values used on OpenSNP differed from
those used on SNPedia. Therefore, we manually trans-
lated each possible phenotypic value from OpenSNP to
one of the values used on SNPedia, thus narrowing down
the set of possible values and reducing the subjectivity
of the provided information. Figure 3 shows, in the form
of pie charts, the distribution of some of the phenotypic
values across our final dataset.

To build our final dataset, we further screened the
users based on the following criteria: At least 75% of the
phenotypic traits and SNPs considered in the unsuper-
vised case are specified,11 the SNPs associated with the
susceptibility to Alzheimer’s disease are specified (i.e.,

10 according to Fitzpatrick’s scale (see https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Fitzpatrick_scale).
11 by specified, we mean specified with a valid value.

rs7412 and rs429358), no two users have the same ge-
nomic or phenotypic information across all the consid-
ered SNPs and traits. The reason behind the last crite-
rion is that two individuals with the exact same genomic
or phenotypic values cannot be distinguished from each
other based on the considered SNPs and traits. Note
that when the number of considered SNPs and traits
increases, so does the uniqueness of the individuals.12

There exist more than one set of individuals that sat-
isfy these criteria, as an individual can be replaced with
another individual with the same genomic information
but different phenotypic information (and vice versa).
Therefore, we considered such 20 distinct subsets (of
80 individuals)–totaling 94 unique individuals; in our
evaluation, we present the results aggregated over the
different subsets.

5.2 Experimental Settings and Results

We evaluate the different de-anonymization attacks de-
scribed in Section 4 in various scenarios, both with an
unsupervised and a supervised approach for learning
the SNP-trait associations. To do so, we implemented
the aforementioned attacks in Python; for the graph
maximum-weight matching algorithm, we made use of
the implementation from the NetworkX13 library. We
quantify the success of the attack with respect to the
two following metrics: (1) the proportion of correctly
identified individuals and (2) the accuracy of the sus-
ceptibility score (wrt. Alzheimer’s disease) computed
from the genotypes matched to the individual’s phe-
notype (in the identification attack). Note that for the
susceptibility metric, we focus on Alzheimer’s disease
and SNPs rs7412 and rs429358 that significantly af-
fect an individual’s chance of having Alzheimer’s by the
age of 80 [18].

5.2.1 Unsupervised Case

Based on the qualitative association information ob-
tained from SNPedia, we define a probabilistic model

12 To build our dataset, we removed only 14 individuals for
uniqueness reasons (most of the removed individuals were so
because they specified too few SNPs/phenotypes). Keeping such
duplicates in our dataset would slightly degrade the performance
of the attacks. Note that, as the number of SNPs/phenotypes
increases, profiles will become unique.
13 https://networkx.github.io/
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(a) Sex (b) Eye color (c) Blood type (d) Earwax type (e) Skin color*

Fig. 3. Distribution of some of the phenotypic values for the considered traits in our final dataset. Traits marked with a ’*’ are consid-
ered only in the supervised case.

for the SNP-trait compatibility scores (representing the
conditional probabilities of traits given SNPs). Table 2
(see page 114) shows sample probabilistic association
models. We first distinguish between the associations
that are (quasi-)deterministic, specifically those related
to the sex and the blood types and those that are non-
deterministic (i.e., for which the genotype influences the
phenotype but not with certainty). For the determinis-
tic associations, we introduce a parameter α (close to
1; α = 1− 10−6 in our evaluation) and we set the com-
patibility score to α for the correct SNP-trait associa-
tion and 1 − α for the incorrect ones.14 For instance
P(“male” |XY) = α and P(“male” |XX) = 1 − α (see
Table 2a, page 114 for the example of blood type). If no
association information about a specific SNP value-trait
value pair is provided, we use a uniform distribution. For
example, we can see in Table 2a that, if SNP rs505922
has value CT, it does not affect the blood type accord-
ing to the association information available on SNPe-
dia. For the non-deterministic associations, we sort the
k possible values and we use a geometric scale (that
becomes linear by using the log-likelihood) to translate
the qualitative scale into a quantitative one: We set the
compatibility score to βk for the most compatible value
of the trait, β2

k for the second most compatible value
and βkk for the less compatible value, where βk is the
solution of the equation x + x2 + · · · + xk = 1 as the
scores must sum to 1 (see Table 2b, page 114).

5.2.2 Supervised Case

In the supervised case, we build the SNP-trait associ-
ation models based on the data (we estimate the con-

14 We need all the probabilities to be non-zero for algorithmic
reasons.

ditional probabilities on the entire dataset, i.e., the 94
unique individuals, as the dataset is too small to per-
form a proper cross-validation). For each SNP-trait pair
listed in Table 1, we set the compatibility scores to the
proportions observed in our dataset. For instance, in the
case “O” vs. “Not O” blood type trait, we compute the
proportion of individuals with SNP value CC for the
SNP rs505922 who have a blood type “O”. By doing
so, we build matrices of compatibility scores with the
same format as in the unsupervised case. The rest of
the identification/perfect matching attack is the same
in the unsupervised and supervised cases.

5.2.3 Results

We first look at the success of an identification attack
that targets a single phenotype in a genomic database
composed of multiple genotypes (at most 80, i.e., the
size of our subsets of distinct individuals). This scenario
corresponds to the case where an adversary knows that
the genotype of a specific individual (whose traits are
partially known to the adversary) is present in a given
public database; and the adversary tries to identify the
genotype of the targeted individual. In this experiment,
we assume that all the phenotypic traits of the targeted
individual are known to the adversary—the effect of the
number of known traits is analyzed in a different ex-
periment described below. We evaluate the success of
the adversary for different values of the size of the ge-
nomic database, and we show the results, aggregated
over all the individuals from the 20 subsets, in Figure 4.
It can be observed that, unsurprisingly, the supervised
approach achieves better results than the unsupervised
approach, and also that the more genotypes there are,
the higher the correct-match ratio between the super-
vised and unsupervised approach is. Indeed, when n in-
creases, the proportion of correct matches in the super-
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vised approach is more than twice as high (i.e., twice as
bad, in terms of privacy) as the one in the unsupervised
approach. For instance, for a database of 80 genomes,
the proportion of correct matches is around 13% in the
supervised case vs. 5% in the unsupervised case. In or-
der to gain insight on the performance of the attack on
larger databases, we ran experiments with n=210 (this
was made possible by lowering the admission threshold
to 55% of specified SNPs/phenotypes, to the detriment
of the quality of the data); we obtained a proportion
of 5.2% of correct matches for the identification attack
in the supervised case. Overall, the performance of the
identification attack is relatively high, in absolute val-
ues and compared to a simple baseline that picks uni-
formly at random among the individuals of the same
sex: The proportion of correct matches of this baseline
is 1.6%. We chose this baseline as it is the straight-
forward genomic-oblivious approach: Once the adver-
sary has ruled out the genotypes that do not match the
target’s sex, it has no further information to discrim-
inate the remaining genotypes. For a database size of
10 (which corresponds, for instance, to a scenario where
an adversary tries to identify the genotype of an indi-
vidual among DNA samples collected in a room), the
proportion of correct matches is around 44% in the un-
supervised case (52% in the supervised case), whereas
the baseline only achieves 13% of correct matches. Note
that the results are relatively high in the unsupervised
case, despite the fact that it relies solely on rough asso-
ciation data provided by the SNPedia knowledge base.
The result of this approach outperforms by more than
three times the baseline and the performance of the su-
pervised approach is four times better than the base-
line. Our non-optimized implementation of the perfect-
matching attack took 2.7 seconds (on average) to com-
plete on a high-end laptop for n = 80.

For the susceptibility score of Alzheimer’s disease,
the baseline score consists in the expected distance be-
tween the actual values of SNPs rs7412 and rs429358 of
the target and the probabilistic distribution of these two
SNPs computed over the same gender population as the
target. For a database of size 10, the inaccuracy of the
susceptibility score is divided by two between the base-
line and our identification attack (dropping from 16%
to 8% in the unsupervised case, and from 15% to 7%).
This demonstrates that the identification attack can be
successfully used to infer private information from an
individual’s (identified) genotype, especially with small
genomic databases for which the proportions of correct
matches are relatively high.
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Fig. 4. Performance of the identification attack for a single indi-
vidual in a genomic database in the (a) unsupervised and (b) su-
pervised cases, with respect to the proportion of correct matches
(left) and the accuracy of the susceptibility score for Alzheimer’s
disease (right). The size of the database varies from 1 to 80.

In the case of an identification attack that targets a
single phenotype, the genotypes in the database can be
sorted by decreasing order of likelihood. The matched
genotype is the first in the sorted list. To gain insight
into the performance of the identification attack, we
look at the rank of the target individual’s genotype in
the sorted list, for different values of the size of the ge-
nomic database. The experimental probability density
function and the cumulative distribution function of the
rank are depicted in Figure 5, for different sizes of the
genomic database (i.e., {10,20,40}). It can be observed
that in the cases where the target individual’s genotype
is not in first position, which corresponds to an incor-
rect match, it often appears at the very beginning of the
sorted list of genotypes. For example, in the supervised
case with a genomic database of size 20, the target indi-
vidual’s genotype appears in the first 2 elements of the
list in 65% of the cases and in the first 5 (out of 20) in
86% of the cases. Again, the results are better in the su-
pervised case, especially when the number of genotypes
increase.

We now consider the perfect matching attack in
which the adversary tries to match n genotypes to n

phenotypes. We first look at the success of the attack in
terms of the number of phenotypes that are matched to
the correct genotypes for different sizes of the genomic-
phenotypic database (as in Figure 4), and we show the
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Fig. 5. Rank of the target individual’s genotype in the list of
genotypes of size {10,20,40}, sorted by decreasing order of com-
patibility in the (a) unsupervised and (b) supervised cases.
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Fig. 6. Performance of the perfect-matching attack for the geno-
types/phenotypes of 2 to 80 individuals in the (a) unsupervised
and (b) supervised cases, with respect to the proportion of cor-
rect matches.

results in Figure 6. It can be observed that the per-
formance is very similar to the one of the identifica-
tion attack, with an even slightly higher proportion
of correct matches. For instance, for databases of 80
genomes/phenotypes, the proportion of correct matches
is around 16% in the supervised case vs. 8% in the unsu-
pervised case. For a database size of 10, the proportion
of correct matches is around 58% in the unsupervised
case (65% in the supervised case). We see here, too,
that the supervised approach outperforms the unsuper-
vised attack, and we note that the more participants
there are in the databases, the higher the success ratio
(which tends to 2 when n increases) between the two ap-
proaches is. This means that the more participants there
are in both databases, the more relevant and helpful is
the supervised approach.

We now look at the effect of the level of knowledge
of the adversary about the target individual (number
of phenotypic traits known) on the performance of the
perfect matching attack. To do so, we sort the different
phenotypic traits by increasing “levels of intimacy”. By
intimacy, we mean the closeness between the adversary
and the targeted individuals needed for the adversary
to know a specific trait of the target. For instance, the
sex of an individual is often common knowledge, while
the earwax type is very intimate information. The eye
color and the hair type and color also require a low
level of intimacy as they can be observed on a picture,
posted on a online social network for instance. We sort
the different traits by increasing levels of intimacy as
shown in Table 1. We acknowledge the fact that this
ordering is somewhat arbitrary and arguable; however,
it is needed to represent the knowledge of the adver-
sary as a one-dimensional variable. We plot the results,
in the form of boxplots showing the first, second (i.e.,
median) and third quartiles as well as the confidence in-
tervals and the average (red solid line), in Figure 7, for
a genomic-phenotypic database of 10 individuals. The
labels on the x-axis are cumulative: the label “Skin”
means that the adversary knows the sex and the skin
color of the target individuals. Note that in the unsu-
pervised case, some of the traits are not used. It can be
observed that the performance increases with the ad-
versary’s level of knowledge. We also notice that (quasi-
)deterministic traits (e.g., blood type) provide substan-
tial improvements in the proportion of correct matches.
In the supervised case, the adversary achieves a perfor-
mance of almost 40% success with only visible pheno-
typic traits that can be observed on a picture. The small
decreases in performance in the unsupervised case are
caused by the noise in our dataset and the limited reli-
able association information available on SNPedia. Fi-
nally, we note that in both unsupervised and supervised
approaches, the proportion of correct matches with all
phenotypes is around four times higher than the propor-
tion with the sex information only (which constitutes a
baseline).

Finally, we analyze the distinguishability between
individuals and its effect on the performance of the at-
tack. To do so, we introduce the notion of dissimilar-
ity between any two individuals. We express this dis-
similarity as the minimum value between the Hamming
distance on the phenotypes of the individuals and the
Hamming distance on their genotypes. As there are
fewer phenotypic traits than SNPs, this metric most
often represents the dissimilarity between two pheno-
types. Figure 8 shows how the proportion of correct
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Fig. 7. Performance of the perfect-matching attack for the geno-
types/phenotypes of 10 individuals vs. the level of phenotypic
knowledge of the adversary about the target individual in the
(a) unsupervised and (b) supervised cases, with respect to the
proportion of correct matches.

matches evolves with the dissimilarity (distance) be-
tween two individuals. We clearly notice that the less
similar two individuals are, the more likely they are
to be de-anonymized correctly. This means that the
genomic-privacy situation will be worsened if the adver-
sary considers more traits and SNPs. Note that, when
distance is 1, we get 100% correct matches in the su-
pervised case because of the small number of samples in
our dataset (only a few pair samples have a distance of
1, compared to thousands for higher distances).

Our results demonstrate the serious de-
anonymization threat currently posed to individuals
sharing their SNPs in genomic databases. Our identi-
fication and perfect matching attacks outperform the
genomic-oblivious baselines by three to four times.
Our evaluation also brings up an important point
that is that the more distinguishable (genetically or
phenotypically) two individuals are, the more likely
they are to be de-anonymized. This clearly means that
the more SNP-trait associations there are, the more
successful will the de-anonymization attacks will be.
And it is very likely that, with the progress of genomic
research, knowledge databases like SNPedia will grow
in size and precision, thus enabling successful attacks
against larger databases.

5.3 Limitations

The purpose of our evaluation is to assess the poten-
tial of the attacks described in the paper. Although the
results provided in the previous section are sufficient
to demonstrate that the threat is real, our evaluation
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Fig. 8. Performance of the perfect-matching attack with the
genotypes/phenotypes of two individuals vs. the distance (or dis-
similarity) between these two individuals in the (a) unsupervised
and (b) supervised case, with respect to the proportion of cor-
rect matches. The stairstep lines represent the proportion of pairs
of individuals (in our dataset) with a given distance. The super-
vised approach contains higher distance between two individuals
because it considers more traits than the unsupervised one.

and our datasets still have some limitations that we dis-
cuss below. A first limitation is the limited size of our
dataset (although the size of the dataset used in our
evaluation corresponds to practical attack scenarios),
which is caused by the low quality of the OpenSNP
dataset in terms of the proportion of specified pheno-
typic traits. As part of future work, we intend to col-
lect larger datasets and perform further experiments on
them. Another limitation is the fact that, in our su-
pervised approach, we estimated the conditional prob-
abilities on the entire dataset. The main reason for this
is that splitting the dataset into training and testing
sets would have further reduced the number n of geno-
types/phenotypes considered in the evaluation of the
attack. As part of future work, we will study the effect
of the training set size on the performance of the attack
by taking a rigorous cross-validation approach in the
supervised case. Moreover, in order to assess the extent
to which the results of the supervised approach can be
generalized to other datasets, we intend to collect mul-
tiple datasets and run the supervised attack, trained on
a given dataset, on a different one.

6 Countermeasures
There are various techniques that can be relied
upon for reducing the risk of de-anonymization
through genotype-phenotype matching. First of all, up-
stream protection of genomic data by cryptographic
means would dramatically thwart any attempt to de-
anonymize this data [4]. It has been proposed to use
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homomorphic encryption and private set intersection for
providing personalized medical tests while preserving
privacy of genomic data [5, 6]. Although encryption of
genomic data does not reduce much utility and efficiency
in healthcare, such cryptographic techniques probably
add too much overhead in genomic research [21].

A simpler method for preventing de-anonymization
attacks is to split the genomic data into several sub-
sets, making sure that there is no linkage disequilib-
rium (i.e., probabilistic dependencies between different
SNPs of the same genome) between these subsets, so
that the records of the different datasets cannot eas-
ily be matched. In this way the adversary could not
link the various parts of genomic data with each other,
thus dramatically reducing the performance of the de-
anonymization attacks. Nevertheless, any association
study between phenotypes and genotypes could still be
carried out, but on smaller parts of the genome.

Another simple technique for thwarting de-
anonymization attacks is to selectively share the SNPs;
in particular hide those related to phenotypic traits.
By removing the SNPs associated with visible traits,
we could already significantly decrease the risk of de-
anonymization attack that relies on pictures, e.g., gath-
ered on online social networks.

Although the use of noise on aggregated statisti-
cal results in the context of genome-wide association
studies (for ensuring differential privacy) has not pro-
vided very good utility [20, 36], the addition of noise
directly on genomic data could be more successful. Fol-
lowing the idea of geo-indistinguishability proposed in
the context of location privacy [2], we could add some
noise to the genomic data such that the mechanism pro-
vides enough indistinguishability between different ge-
nomic sequences. As illustrated in Figure 8, the more
distinguishable two genotypes are, the more likely they
are to be de-anonymized. However, we should control
the amount of noise added such that it does not reduce
much the accuracy of statistical outcomes and/or per-
sonal utility, depending on the use case. We intend to
study and evaluate in detail some of the aforementioned
privacy-preserving mechanisms in future work.

7 Related Work
Anonymization was one of the first mechanisms pro-
posed to protect the genomic privacy of participants in
genetic databases. Unfortunately, the removal of quasi-
identifying attributes (e.g., birth date or ZIP code) has

been proven ineffective for protecting the anonymity of
participants in such databases [12, 15, 16].

For instance, genomic variants on the Y-
chromosome being correlated with last names (for
males), these can be inferred using public genealogy
databases. With further effort (e.g., using voter regis-
tration forms) the complete identity of the individual
can also be revealed [14]. Also, unique features in
patient-location visit patterns in a distributed health-
care environment can be used in publicly available
records to link the genomic data to the identity of
the individuals [25]. Furthermore, it is shown that
Personal Genome Project (PGP) participants can be
identified based on their demographics, without using
any genomic information [34].

The identity of a participant of a genomic study
can also be revealed by using a second sample, that is,
part of the DNA information from the individual and
the results of the corresponding clinical study [9, 12,
17, 19, 39]. For this reason, even a small set of SNPs
of the individual might be sufficient as the second sam-
ple. For example, it is shown that as few as 100 SNPs
are enough to uniquely distinguish one individual from
another [23]. Homer et al. [17] prove that the presence
of an individual in a case group can be determined by
using aggregate allele frequencies and his DNA profile.
Homer’s attack demonstrates that it is possible to iden-
tify a participant in a GWAS study by analyzing the
allele frequencies of a large number of SNPs. Wang et
al. [39] show a higher risk where individuals can actually
be identified from a relatively small set of statistics such
as those routinely published in GWAS papers. In par-
ticular, they show that the presence of an individual in
the case group can be determined based upon the pair-
wise correlation (i.e., linkage disequilibrium) among as
few as a couple of hundred SNPs. Whereas the method-
ology introduced in [17] requires on the order of 10,000
SNPs (of the target individual), this new attack requires
only on the order of hundreds of SNPs.

In another recent study [12], Gitschier shows that a
combination of information, from genealogical registries
and a haplotype analysis of the Y-chromosome collected
for the HapMap Project, enables the prediction of the
last names of a number of individuals from the HapMap
database. Thus, releasing (aggregate) genomic data is
currently banned by many institutions due to this pri-
vacy risk. In [40], Zhou et al. study the privacy risks of
releasing aggregate genomic data. They propose a risk-
scale system for classifying aggregate data and a guide
for the release of such data.
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Several papers have studied phenotype prediction
from genomic data, notably as a means of tracing iden-
tity. A thorough review of methods for predicting pheno-
types from genomic data is provided in [22]. Two stud-
ies show that age prediction is feasible from DNA in-
formation derived from blood samples [30, 41]. Several
genome-wide studies report the influence of genomic
data on height [1], body mass index (BMI) [26], eye
color [38], and facial shape [8, 24]. Although variabili-
ties of phenotypic traits is currently explained to a small
extent by genomic differences, the aforementioned pa-
pers clearly demonstrate that genetic knowledge about
the relationship between phenotype and genomic data
is quickly expanding. Therefore, we can expect that the
matching attack evaluated in this paper would become
successful with many more individuals in the future.

De-anonymization attacks have been used to jeop-
ardize the anonymity of participants in other con-
texts. A de-anonymization attack against a large Net-
flix database successfully re-identified Netflix records
of known users by relying upon IMDB as background
knowledge [27]. Narayanan and Shmatikov also pro-
pose de-anonymizing users of an online social network
(Twitter in their case) by making use of another on-
line social network (Flickr) as the source of auxiliary
information [28]. Another attack shows that location
traces could be de-anonymized by relying upon the
social graphs of the traces’ owners [33]. In the con-
text of anonymous communication, perfect matching at-
tacks have been proven effective to de-anonymize mixing
rounds [35].

Our work differs from previous work as it studies de-
anonymization attacks against genomic or phenotypic
datasets by leveraging the associations between the ge-
nomic and phenotypic data. Moreover, it relies only
upon the most common variants currently provided by
the major direct-to-consumer genetic testing providers,
thus upon the variants that are most accessible online.
Finally, it provides a thorough evaluation of the factors
that play a role in the success of the de-anonymization
attacks, and it paves the way for more investigations on
the risky relationship between genomic data and phe-
notypes.

8 Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have thoroughly evaluated two new
de-anonymization attacks, by making use of two types
of background knowledge. We observe that the super-

vised approach outperforms the unsupervised approach,
and that the success ratio between the two approaches
increases with the number of participants, tending to
two with 80 participants. We also notice that the pro-
portion of correct matches of our identification attack
is three to eight times higher than the baseline. We
have demonstrated a decrease of 50% of inference er-
ror on the predisposition to Alzheimer’s disease with a
database of size 10. We notice a slight and unexpected
increase of correct matches in the perfect matching at-
tack compared to the identification attack. In particular,
the proportion of perfect correct matches reaches 16%
with the supervised approach. Our results clearly show
the extent of the threat of de-anonymization attacks
that rely upon genomic-phenotypic statistical relation-
ships. Finally, our results demonstrate that the more
distinguishable two individuals are, the more success-
ful the perfect matching is. This leads us to conclude
that the matching risk will continuously increase with
the progress of genomic knowledge, which raises serious
questions about the genomic privacy of participants in
genomic datasets. We should also recall that, once an
individual’s genomic data is identified, the genomic pri-
vacy of all his close family members is also potentially
threatened.

In future work, we intend to enhance the matching
algorithm and performance of the de-anonymization at-
tacks by learning the conditional probabilities of traits
given all their relevant SNPs together as well as the
joint probabilities for correlated SNPs, in the super-
vised approach. We also plan to implement the privacy-
preserving mechanisms proposed as countermeasures,
and study their effectiveness. Finally, we will evaluate
the performance of the attacks on larger datasets.
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Table 1. List of phenotypic traits and associated SNPs considered
in the evaluation. Fields marked with a ‘*’ are considered only in
the supervised case.

High-level trait Trait Relevant SNP
Sex Sex (“male”, “female”) sexual chrom.

Skin color* Type10 (“II: white”, etc.) rs26722
rs1667394
rs16891982

Hair type Curliness (“straight”, rs7349332
“wavy”, “curly”, etc.) rs11803731

rs17646946
Hair color Blond (“yes”, “no”) rs12821256

rs35264875
Eye color Brown (“yes”, “no”) rs916977

rs1129038
rs1800401
rs2238289
rs2240203
rs3935591
rs4778241
rs7183877
rs8028689
rs12593929

Blue (“yes”, “no”) rs1800407
rs7495174

Freckling* Density (“light”, etc.) rs1042602
Ability to tan* Ability (“yes”, rs1015362

“moderate”, “no”) rs2228479
rs1805009

Asthma* Presence (“yes”, “no”) rs5067
rs689465
rs2278206
rs2303067
rs7216389
rs11569562

Lactose tolerance* Tolerance (“yes”, “no”) rs182549
rs4988235
rs41380347
rs41525747

Blood type Rhesus (“+”, “-”) rs590787
(e.g., “AB+”) Has B (“yes”, “no”) rs7853989

Has O (“yes”, “no”) rs505922
rs8176719

Earwax Type (“dry”, “wet”, etc.) rs17822931
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Table 2. Sample probabilistic association models: P(trait | SNP)
for each relevant SNP-trait pair.

(a) Model for a quasi-deterministic
association with two trait values.

Blood type
rs505922 “O” “Not O”
CC 1 − α α

CT 0.5 0.5
TT α 1 − α

(b) Model for an association with three trait
values (β3 is such that β3+β2

3+β3
3 = 1).

Hair curliness
rs11803731 “straight” “waivy” “curly”
AA β3

3 β2
3 β3

AT 0.33 0.33 0.33
TT β3 β2

3 β3
3
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